Don’t be counted out! Did you leave campus in response to the coronavirus? The Census 2020 COUNTDOWN is running out, but it’s not too late to get counted! The census is your chance to be counted in the new America — and to help build a brighter future for generations to come. Be counted today, for a stronger tomorrow.

THE REACTION TO THE JOBS FOR WORKERS HALTED BY CORONAVIRUS

by Anu Redding

Jobs for Those Whose Careers Are on Hold Because of Coronavirus

Work possibilities are slowing due to the coronavirus. If you are out of work or nervous about the finances needed to manage through the upcoming pandemic, please check the links below for detailed information on job opportunities for workers impacted by coronavirus.

Launch an Active Job

Have you been impacted by coronavirus? The UC Davis Global Affairs Employers page offers thousands of job opportunities with employers from around the world.

Search Campaign

The Berkeley campus alumni association understands the hardships caused by coronavirus and is offering a $5,000 scholarship to help students manage during the pandemic. If you are a UC Davis student who has been impacted by coronavirus, apply now.

Virtual UC Davis

Amazon announced its intent to hire 100,000 new temporary driving, fulfillment and operations employees to help satisfy the extreme demand for online products and services. If you are healthy and able to provide child care, there are thousands of emergency services, pharmacy work and banking are working more hours than ever. In medical fields.
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